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1. INTR~~~JCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to present a method for translating the 
problem of finding all maximal subgroups of finite groups into questions 
concerning groups that are nearly simple. (A finite group is called nearly 
simple if it has only one minimal normal subgroup and that it nonabelian 
and simple.) In view of the recently announced classification of all finite 
simple groups this seems to be a useful reduction, though it must be 
acknowledged (see, e.g., Scott [6]) that there are still enormous obstacles 
on the way to understanding even just the maximal subgroups of the sim- 
ple groups. 
Let G be a finite group and M a minimal normal subgroup of G. The 
maximal subgroups of G containing M are of course in bijective correspon- 
dence with the maximal subgroups of the smaller group G/M, and so we 
need not concern ourselves with those. If M is abelian, the maximal sub- 
groups of G not containing M are precisely the complements of M in G; the 
number of conjugacy classes of these is 0 or the order of the first 
cohomology group ~‘(G/~, M). The case of A4 nona~lian and nonsimple 
is the principal part of this paper. If neither reduction is applicable, then all 
minimal normal subgroups of G are nonabelian simple groups: this is dealt 
with in the entirely straightforward penultimate section of the paper. 
These reductions are all “canonical” or “natural” in a sense which could 
perhaps be expressed in the language of categories and functors, but here 
we prefer to stay with older conventions. (In particular, we usually do not 
distinguish between a homomorphism and that obtained from it by 
restricting the codomain.) Nevertheless, the interested reader will observe 
that much of the strength of the results lies precisely in their canonical 
nature, implicit as it may remain in this exposition. 
While I do not know of any explicit statement of this reduction 
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elsewhere,’ some of it must have been folklore for quite some time. 
Applications have appeared in the context of primitive permutation groups, 
associated with the names of O’Nan and Scott: see Cameron [2] and the 
final Appendix of Scott [6]. Further comment on this application is to be 
found in the Postscript to this paper. 
The main results, very much more specific and somewhat more general 
than one can indicate without numerous further definitions, appear as 
Theorems 3.03 and 4.3. They depend heavily on a recent paper [3] of 
Fletcher Gross and the author. Indeed, this work has grown out of the 
collaboration which was reported in that paper and for which I remain 
indebted to Professor Gross. 
2. TRIVIALITIES FROM EXTENSION TIIBORY 
The theory of extensions of a group with trivial centre is a trivial special 
case of extension theory: see for instance 11.4.21 in Robinson [S] whose 
terminology is largely followed here, or Mac Lane [4] who mentions that 
for this case direct and bare-handed proofs can be readily improvised. We 
shall need more detail than what is usually given. Throughout this section, 
S denotes a (not necessarily finite) group whose centre is trivial. 
An extension of S is a short exact sequence of homomorphisms 
l+S&EEi+l. ‘(2.1) 
Another extension 
l+S~E*XX+l G-2) 
of S by the same group X is said to be equivalent to 2.1 if there is an 
isomorphism cp of E* onto E which makes the following diagram commute: 
YE*\ 
I 
5’ 
v 
s\ / 
X 
E e 
E 
i After the draft of this paper was completed, I learned that a forthcoming paper [ 1) by 
Aschbacher and Scott will address the same issues. I am grateful for the opportunity to see a 
draft of [l]. While the conclusions naturally have several common components, the 
approaches and expositions differ so much that detailed reconciliation is a taxing exercise and 
will not be attempted here. The difficulties involved strongly suggest hat both versions of the 
story are worth telling. 
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Such an isomorphism is called an equivalence of 2.2 to 2.1. The triviality of 
the centre of S implies that, given 2.1 and 2.2, there is at most one such 
isomorphism. 
A coupling of X to S is a homomorphism x: X+ Out S. In the direct 
product Xx Aut S, let E be the subgroup consisting of all (x, a) such that 
(r E x(x) [recall that x(x) is a coset of Inn S in Aut S, so this makes sense]. 
For each s in S, let inn 3 denote the inner automorphism of S defined as 
Sfl-+SS’S-l, and define E: S -+ E by E: P-P (1, inn s). Note also that 
<: (x, c)~ x is a homomo~hism of E onto X with kernel 1 x Inn S. Thus E 
with the E and 5 so defined forms an extension 2.1. Conversely, any exten- 
sion 2.2 gives rise to a coupling x*: X-, Out S where t*(x) is the set of 
those automorphisms 0 of S to which there exists a y in E* such that 
t*(y) =x and E*(G(s)) = ys*(s)y-’ for all s in S. It is immediate to see 
that if 2.2 is equivalent to the 2.1 constructed above from x then x* = x. 
Conversely, if x* = x then 2.1 and 2.2 are equivalent. Thus there is a bijec- 
tion between the set Hom(X, Out S) and the set of all equivalence classes 
of extensions of S by X. Moreover this family of bijections, one for each X, 
is natural in the sense that if x corresponds to 2.1 and Y is a subgroup of 
X, then the restriction of x to Y corresponds to the extension 1 -+ S -+ 
F-+ Y -+ 1 where F is the complete inverse image of Y in E under < and the 
maps are the restrictions of E and r. 
Let us return to 2.1 defined by x with Ed Xx Aut S as above, and 2.2 an 
extension with an equivalence 9: E* -+ E to 2.1. If Z is a complement of 
s*(S) in E*, then q(Z) is a complement of E(S) in E, and to each x in X 
there is a unique z in Z such that <q(z) = x, that is, q(z) = (x, 0) for some 
Q in Aut S. The map [ which takes x to this B is a homomorphism of X 
into Aut S, such that w[ = x where o is the natural homomorphism of 
Aut S onto Out S. Conversely, if i, is a homomorphism with wci =x then 
defines a complement Z, of s*(S) in E*, and c = ii if and only if 2 = Z, . 
Thus the set of all complements of s*(S) in E* is bijective to the set2 
{cEHom(X,Aut S) I o[=x). 
Moreover, the family of these bijections, one for each x, is also natural with 
respect o restriction to any subgroup Y of any X. 
* This set admits a natural permutation action by Inn S (if D E Inn S, iet it take c to the 
composite of 5 and inn ci); the orbits of this action match the conjugacy classes of com- 
plements in E*. 
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Note once more that this sketch can be filled out with easy proofs from 
first principles, without any reference to cohomology or free presentations 
or to any other substantial ingredient of general extension theory. 
3. FULL SUBGROUPS 
In a previous paper [3] we discussed at length certain consequences of 
the following hypothesis involving four groups G, M, K, N: 
(*) We have KS Ma G and N is the normalizer N.(K) of K in G 
(so that, whenever t ranges through a right transversal T of N in G, t-‘Kr 
ranges just once through all the conjugates of K in G); moreover, 
M=rIr.r M/t- ‘Kt in the sense that the obvious homomorphism of A4 
into the unrestricted direct product of the quotients M/t-‘Kt is an 
isomorphism of A4 onto this product. 
(Note that in this hypothesis T only occurs as an index set and its choice 
is irrelevant to the validity of the hypothesis.) 
Let now H be a supplement of M in G: that is, a subgroup such that 
HIM = G. We then ask whether (*) holds with H, Hn M, Hn K, H n N in 
place of G, A#, K, N. If the answer is affirmative or if HA M = 1, we shall 
here call H high (with respect to X). Let 2 stand for the set of all con- 
jugacy classes of high subgroups of G. Inclusion order on the set of high 
subgroups induces a pre-order on X (that is, a reflexive and transitive 
relation which only fails to be a partial order if, as can happen in a “badly” 
infinite group, each of two high subgroups is contained in a conjugate 
of the other without the two subgroups being conjugate to one another). 
We paraphrase here the relevant part of Theorem 4.2 of [3] and its 
Corollaries, as follows. 
THEOREM 3.01. lf ( * ) holds and R is as above, then 2’ is order- 
isomorphic to the s~rn~lar~y pre-ordered set of ail co~jugacy classes of sup- 
pIements of M/K in N/K, one such order-isomorphism being induced by the 
map which takes H to (H n N) K/K. 
In particular, a high H is maximal among the high subgroups of G if and 
only if (H n N) K/K is maximal in N/K. This is a small start towards an 
understanding of the maximal subgroups of G: the aim of this section is to 
carry it on. 
The most obvious way that a supplement H can fail to be high is to have 
HnM> 1 and HnN<N,(HnK) [clearly we always have HnN< 
N,(Hn K)]. With this in mind one can ask, instead of the previous 
question, whether (*) holds for H, H n M, H n K, N ,(H n K). It would be 
reasonable to attempt to expand our understanding of supplements of M 
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by investigating all those H for which the answer to this question is aflir- 
mative. The complexity of that problem forces us to restrict attention to 
subgroups for which (H n M)K= M also holds [together with HM = G, 
this is equivalent to HK= G]. Thus we make the following definition: a 
subgroup F of G is fulZ (with respect o K) if FK = G and (*) holds with F, 
Fn M, Fn K, N ,-(Fn K) in place of G, M, K, N. (The change from H to F 
reflects the observation that the only subgroup which is both high and full 
is G itself: see Lemma 3.9.) 
Now consider a supplement F of M such that (*) holds for F, Fn M, 
Fn K, NJFn K). By Lemma 2.2 of [3], as t ranges through a right trans- 
versal T of N in G, the intersection of the products Ftr -‘Kt (which are not 
assumed to be subgroups) is a subgroup H which is high with respect o K. 
In particular, (*) holds for H, Hn M, Hn K, H n N. Moreover, now F is 
full in H with respect to Hn K [indeed, H = F( H n K) follows from 
F,< HL FK]. Thus the problem abandoned above as too complex would 
be completely solved if one could handle full subgroups in general. 
Unfortunately, the full story of full subgroups would take too long to 
elaborate here. What we are about to give deals with full subgroups under 
the assumption that the centre of M/K is trivial: we shall only hint at the 
changes that become necessary if this assumption is abandoned. As no con- 
dition on M/K can ensure the triviality of the centre of (Hn M)/(Hn K) 
for each high H, the case we deal with does not fit well with the previous 
paragraph. On the other hand, in the notation used there, if F is maximal 
in G then F < H < G is excluded so F is either high or full in G itself. Thus 
the reduction outlined there is not needed for what is our real aim here: the 
understanding of the maximal subgroups of G. 
Our principal tool in this section will be the second part of Theorem 4.1 
of [3], which we restate in a somewhat weaker form. First, we add to the 
notation involved in (*) the following. The natural homomorphisms of G 
onto G/A4 and of N onto NfK will be denoted c and e, respectively. The 
composite of the natural homomorphism of N/K onto N/M with the 
inclusion of N/M in G/M will be written as or: N/K + G/M. 
THEOREM 3.02. Suppose (*) holds. Let z be a homomorphism of a group 
G* onto G/M, let N* be the complete inverse image of .N/M under t, and fi a 
homomorphism of N* into N/K such that afi is the restriction zN.. Then there 
exists a homomorphism y of G* into G, unique up to composition with certain 
inner automorphisms of G, such that ay = z and B = ey,. . 
To prepare for the statement of the main result of this section, assume 
(*) holds and F is a subgroup of G such that FK = G. We also assume that 
the centre of M/K is trivial so the previous section is applicable 
throughout, though it will be some time before we make any substantial 
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use of this restriction. Now FK= G yields M= (Fn M)K The natural 
isomorphism M/Kg(Fn M)/(FnK) is then an embedding of M/K into 
hJJFnK)/(Fn K), the image of the embedding being the kernel of the 
natural homomorphism of fV AFn K)/(Fn K) onto NdFn K)M/M. Thus 
we have an extension 
(F) l-+M/K-,N~-(FnK)/(FnK)-,N~FnK)M/M-+1; 
explicitly, the embedding takes Km to F n K& and the surjection takes 
(Fn K)x to &AX. The restriction of (F) to N/M is 
and one sees readily that the natural homomorphism of (Fn N)/(Fn K) 
onto (Fn N)K/K= N/K is an equivalence of this restriction to the exten- 
sion 
(N) l-+M/K+N/K-+N/M-+l 
formed by the natural maps. Let 
xF: N,(Fn KIM/M -+ Out M/K, 
xN: N/M-+ Out M/K 
be the couplings defined by (F) and (N), respectively. It follows from the 
discussion above that xN is the restriction of xF to N/M. Moreover, if F is 
replaced by a conjugate, on account of G = FK that can be taken as k-‘Fk 
For some k in K, and one readily sees that conjugation by k induces an 
equivalence of the extension (F) to the similarly defined extension (k-‘Fk). 
In particular, the subgroup NAFn K)M/h4 of G/M and the coupling xF 
depends only on the conjugacy class [F of Fin G: accordingly, the subgroup 
will be denoted D, and the coupling xF. 
Next suppose E 6 F and EK = G. Note that En N AFn K) normalizes 
both E and Fn K, hence it also normalizes their intersection which is just 
EnR thus 
Enfil.(FnK)dhd.(EnK). 
On the other hand, E < F 6 EK yields F= E(Fn K) and so in turn 
yields 
NAFnK)= [EnNdFnK)](FnK). 
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The conclusions of the last two sentences combine to give D, <II,. The 
middle term of the restriction of (E) to D, has a natural isomorphism onto 
the middle term of (F), and this isomorphism is readily seen to be an 
equivalence: thus xLF is the restriction of xIE to DIF. 
The main result of this section is the following. 
THEOREM 3.03. Suppose (*) holds and the centre of MjK is trivial. Let 
5 be the set of all conjugacy classes of full subgroups of G (with respect to 
K), with its pre-order inherited from inclusion order on the set of full sub- 
groups. For each subgroup D of G/M containing N/M, consider the set %n of 
all those homomorphisms of D into Out M/K whose restriction to NJM is 
x,,,, and let X be the union of the X,, partially ordered by setting x d $ if x 
is a restriction of I,$. The map [FHXJ gives an order-anti-isomorphism of F 
onto 3, 
(The theorem implies that the pre-order on % is always a partial order, 
however infinite our group may be.) 
The proof begins by establishing the most important special case. By a 
complement of K in G, we mean a subgroup F of G such that FK = G and 
Fn K= 1. (We do not intend to suggest hat either of F or K should nor- 
malize the other: in fact, neither can.) Clearly, each complement F of K in 
G is full, and for its class [F we have & = G/M; conversely, if F is full and 
D, = G/M, then F is a complement of K in G. Let %G,M denote the set of all 
conjugacy classes of complements of K. The following statement is then a 
part of (3.03). 
(3.04) The map [FHx~ gives a bijection of %G,M onto ?Z&,,,,. 
To see this, define a map S$,,,,, -+ %G,M as follows. For each x in SGIMr let 
(G*) 1 -+M/K+G* A G/M+ 1 
be an extension affording x: we know x determines (G*) up to equivalence, 
because M/K is assumed to have trivial centre. The restriction, say 
(N*) 1 +M/K-+ N* + NfM+ 1, 
of (G*) to N/M is, by the definition of X&,,,,, equivalent to (N): thus there 
is an isomorphism /I of N* onto N/K which is this equivalence, again uni- 
que because M/K has trivial centre. Now (3.02) yields the existence of a 
homomorphism y: G* + G such that z= ay where 0 is the natural 
homomorphism of G onto G/M, and /?=eyN. where e is the natural 
homomorphism of N onto N/K and y ,,,. is the relevant restriction of y. The 
first of these conditions implies that y(G*)M= G, the second yields 
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y(N*)K=N, together, these guarantee y(G*)K= G. Let XE G* and 
Y(X)E K. Since N* is a complete inverse image under z and z(x) = 
oy(x)= 1, we have XEN*; thus P(x)=ey(x) = 1; hence, as /3 is an 
isomorphism, we conclude x = 1. It follows that y maps G* isomorphically 
onto y(G*), and y(G*) is a complement of K. Write lF for the conjugacy 
class of y(G*) in G; then IF E 9&,. Recall from (3.02) that y is unique up to 
composition with certain inner automorphisms of G: thus tF is uniquely 
determined by (G*). Finally, if (G*) were replaced by another extension 
affording x, say, by 
1 +M/K-,G++G/M- 1 
and a yt: Gt + G was obtained as y: G* + G was, we would have an 
equivalence 6: G* -+ Gt of (G*) to this extension, and the composite yt6 
would enjoy all the relevant properties of y to enable us to invoke (3.02) 
with the conclusion that yt6 is the composite of y and an inner 
automorphism of G. As yt, like y, would have to be one-to-one, we could 
conclude that yt(Gt) E IF. This proves that IF depends only on x, not on the 
choice of (G*) [or y or /I]. 
So we have a well-defined map x H [F from XGID to 9&D. Set F= y(G*); 
note that now NAFnK)= F so (F) is of the form 1 -M/K+ F+ 
G/M + 1; and deduce from the defining properties of y that it is an 
equivalence of (G*) to (F). It follows that xIF =x, so the composite 
XH lF -+ xIF is the identity on XclD. 
Finally, start with an [F in ZQD; we can now take the (G*) affording xIF 
as (F) for an arbitrary F in IF; then G* = F, and y: G* + G may be com- 
pared with the inclusion of F in G: yet another application of the uni- 
queness part of (3.02) now tells us that y(G*) E [F. This completes the proof 
of (3.04). 
This seems the place to indicate the changes that would become 
necessary if we abandoned the trivial centre assumption. First, of course, 
we would have no bijection (indeed, not even an injection or surjection) to 
XG,,,,, from the set d of all equivalence classes of those extensions of M/K by 
G/M whose restriction to N/M is equivalent to (N): so we would have to 
replace XGIM by 8. More awkwardly, we would also lose the uniqueness of 
the equivalences fi of those restrictions to (N). Consequently the cardinality 
of %,M, instead of being the cardinality of XGIM or at least that of 8, 
would be a sum over 8, with the summand corresponding to the class of an 
extension (G*) defined as follows. Consider the group of all those 
automorphisms of N* which are self-equivalences of the extension (N*): 
that is, of the automorphisms which are trivial both on the kernel of z and 
modulo that kernel. [This is isomorphic to the group of all derivations 
from N/M into the centre of M/K, that centre being a G/M-module with an 
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action obtained from (G*). J Within this group, take the subgroup con- 
sisting of the restrictions to N* of those automorphisms of G* which are 
self-equivalences of (G*). The index of this subgroup is the summand 
corresponding to the equivalence class of (G*). This much can be proved 
by adapting the arguments above; to complete a reasonable generalization 
of (3.04), one would then invoke general (as opposed to trivial) extension 
theory, and calculate the cardinality of .P&M in terms of the cohomology of 
G/M and N/M with coefficients in the centre of M/K. While this is quite 
straightforward, it makes the complexity of a similar generalization of 
(3.03) look rather formidable: we certainly shall not attempt to pursue the 
matter here. 
The proof of (3.03) combines applications of (3.01) and (3.04). To set the 
scene for these, consider an arbitrary subgroup D = Q/M of G/M contain- 
ing N/M, and let P denote the intersection of the conjugates of K in Q. It is 
straightforward to see that (*) is satisfied both by G, M, P, Q and by Q/P, 
M/P, KjP, N/P. Let IF be any conjugacy class of subgroups of G, and F a 
member of IF. The next point we have to establish is the following: note that 
it does not depend on the assumption that the centre of M/K is trivial. 
(3.05) We have 1F E 9 with D, = D if and only if F is high with 
respect to P and (Fn Q)P/P is a complement of K/P in 
Q/f’- 
First, assume that FE@” and Dlc=D: then FK=G and 
fddFnK)M=Q. Thelatterimplies that FnQ=tVJFnK)(FnM); since 
Fn N obviously normalizes both F and K, this means that 
(3.06) FnQ=fV,(FnK). 
On the other hand, FK= G yields that Q = (Fn Q)K. Thus each conjugate 
of K in Q may be written as t-‘Kt with t E fVAFn K), showing that 
Fnt-'Kt = tr'(FnK)t = FnK. It follows that 
(3.07) FnP=FnK, 
and thus also 
(3.08) FnQ=NAFnP). 
The two direct product conditions on Fn M involved in F being full with 
respect to K and high with respect to P, are therefore the same. Finally, 
(FnQ)P/P avoids K,fP because Fn Kg P yields that (FnQ)PnK= 
(Fn Q A K)P = P, and it supplements K/P by (3.01) applied to G, M, P, Q. 
Conversely, suppose that F is high with respect o P and (Fn Q)P/P is a 
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complement of K/P in Q/P. Now FK = F(Fn Q)K= FQ 2 FM= G: thus 
Fn M# 1 and (3.08) holds because F is high. On the other hand, 
FnK=FnQnK<(FnQ)PnK=p 
because (Fn Q)P/P is assumed to avoid K/P: hence (3.07), and therefore 
also (3.06), now follows. The two direct product conditions again coincide, 
so F is full. Finally, D, = Q/M follows from (3.06) as Q = (Fn Q)M 
because of M < Q < G = FM. This completes the proof of (3.05). 
Now, consider the subset & of those ff in 9 for which D, = D = Q/M. 
Because of (3.05), one can apply (3.01) to G, M, P, Q and deduce that 
FH (Fn Q)P/P induces a bijection of 9D onto the set of all conjugacy 
classes of complements of K/P in Q/P. Next, apply (3.04) to Q/P, M/P, 
K/P, N/P (legitimately, because the centre of M/P/K/P is trivial), to obtain 
a bijection of this set onto the set Y of all those homomorphisms $ of 
Q/P/M/P into Out M/P/KfP whose restrictions to N/P/M/P equal the 
coupling defined by the extension 
(N/P) 1 + M/P/KfP -+ N/P/KJP + N/P/M/P + 1. 
The composite is then a bijection of 9D onto Y, given as [FH $F, where eIF 
is the coupling afforded by the extension 
1 + MfP/KfP + (Fn Q)P/P + QjP/M/P + 1 
formed from (Fn Q)P/P in the same way as (F) was formed from F [recall 
from the penultimate paragraph of the proof of (3.04) that for complements 
of K/P the relevant extension has this simple form]. Consider next the 
natural identification of M/P/K/P with M/K, and of Q/P/M/P with 
Q/M = D. This takes Hom( Q/P/M/P, Out M/PP/K/P) bijectively onto 
Hom(D, Out M/K) in such a way that Y goes onto LED. On the other hand, 
it takes the last displayed extension to one that is equivalent, via the 
natural isomorphism (Fn Q)P/Pr(Fn Q)/(Fn P) = N.(Fn K)/(Fn K), 
to (F): so our bijection of Y onto Xa takes tiIF to xIF. This proves that 
IF H xIF maps 9D bijectively onto L&, and hence we have a bijection of % 
onto 3’. 
It remains to show that this bijection is an order-anti-isomorphism. We 
have already seen, before the statement of (3.03), that the map itself rever- 
ses pre-order; so what is outstanding is that the inverse map also does that. 
In preparation for the proof of this, note that if FE [F E 9, then F, Fn M, 
Fn K, NAFn K) satisfy (*) and a subgroup E of F is full in F with respect 
to Fn K if and only if it is full in G with respect to K. Thus the part of 
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(3.03) already established may be applied to full subgroups E of F in two 
different ways. Once, as before, it associated with each such E a 
homomorphism 
xE: N E(E n K)M/M + Out M/K 
with depends only on the conjugacy class of E in G and which restricts to 
x,,,. The second application, with reference to F in place of G, associates 
with E a homomorphism 
qE: tV.(En K)(FnM)/(FnM) -+ Out[(FnM)/(Fn K)] 
which depends only on the conjugacy class of E in F and restricts to 
the corresponding (Pi. Let p be the isomorphism of Out M/K onto 
Out [ (Fn M)/(F n K)] obtained from the natural isomorphism M/K = 
(FnM)K/Kr(FnM)/(FnK),andethenaturalisomorphismF/(FnM)~ 
FM/M= G/M; then (Pi is the appropriate restriction of 8 followed by xE 
followed by p. 
Remark. We may now conclude that if E, E,, Fare full in G with E and 
E, both in F and conjugate in G, they are already conjugate in 1$: for, con- 
jugacy in G is equivalent to xE = xE, while conjugacy in F is equivalent to 
(PE = (PE,. 
Now suppose E is a full subgroup of G such that D, > D, and xF is the 
restriction of xE: we want to prove that some conjugate of E lies in F. Con- 
sider the subgroup &‘(D,) of F/FnM and define a homomorphism rp of 
this subgroup into Out[(FnM/(Fn K)] as the restriction of 6 followed by 
xE followed by p. By what we have already proved, there is a full subgroup 
E, in F with respect to Fn K such that (Pi, = cp. This E, is then full in G 
with respect o K and is clearly such that XE, = xE: hence E, is a conjugate 
of E. This completes the proof of Theorem(3.03). 
We conclude this section with two simple lemmas needed later. 
LEMMA 3.09. Zf (*) holds, H is high, F is fill, and H 2 F, then H = G. 
Proof: Since H is high, by part 2(a) of Lemma 2.1 of [3] we have 
H = n Ht- ‘Kt where t ranges through some right transversal T of N in G. 
As also NH = G, this T may as well be chosen within H. If F is full and 
contained in H, then FK = G and hence HK = G: now Ht - ‘Kt = 
t- ‘HKt = G for all t, and H = G follows. 
LEMMA 3.10. Zf (*) holds, H is high, F is fill, H < F, and H n M > 1, 
then F= G. 
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Proqf Let T be a right transversal of Fn N in F and hence also of N in 
G, such that 1 ET. Set S= ni,t,, t -‘Kt: by (*), M is the direct product of 
S and K. Since H is full and Hn M > 1, we also have (Hn M)K/Kg 
(HnM)/(HnK)>l; thus (HnM)KnS>l. On the other hand, 
(HnM)KnS<nHtplKt so, again by part 2(a) of Lemma2.1 of [3], 
(Hn M)Kn S < H. Therefore Hn S > 1. It follows that N AFn K) can con- 
tain no nontrivial element of T: for, if t were such an element, we would 
have 
FnK=t-‘(FnK)t=Fnt-‘Kt>FnS>HnS>l, 
contrary to Kn S= 1. As T is a transversal of Fn N in F, this means that 
fV.(Fn K) = Fn N; in turn, this means that the full F is in fact high: thus 
by (3.09) we have F= G. 
4. MAXIMAL SUBGROUPS 
The critical fact for this section is the following variant of the Lemma on 
p. 328 of Scott’s [6]. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose (*) holds, MfK is nonabelian and simple, and the 
index 1 N : KI is finite. Then a subgroup F of G is full if (and only if) FK = G. 
ProoJ This follows from the well-known fact that if X is any group and 
Y 1 P-*.9 Y, are pairwise distinct normal subgroups of X with each X/Y, non- 
abelian and simple, then X/n;= I Yi = n;=, X/Y,. Indeed, FK = G implies 
that (FnM)/(FnK)E(FnM)K/K=M/K and the finiteness of lG:NI 
implies that Fn K has only finitely many distinct conjugates, say Yr,..., Y, 
in F: thus the above result, with X= Fn M, yields our claim. 
The point of this for us lies in the next result. 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose (*) holds, M/K is nonabelian and simple, and 
IG : NI is finite. if V is a proper subgroup of G supplementing M in G, then 
either V is full, or V is contained in some high proper subgroup. 
Proof: By Lemma 2.2 of [3], the intersection H of the subsets Vt-‘Kt 
(with t ranging through some right transversal of N in G) is a high sub- 
group, which obviously contains V. If H is not proper, then 4.1 ensures 
that V is full. 
For ease of expression, we give the main result of the paper as a counting 
theorem. Although it could be rephrased as asserting the (set-theoretic) 
equivalence of two sets, what the proof really shows is not only the 
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existence of such an equivalence but the “natural” equivalence of the two 
sets, in an appropriate sense which could only be made rigorous in the 
language of categories instead of sets. 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose (*) holds, MJK is nonabelian and simple, and 
IG : N1 is finite. Then the cadinality of the set of the conjugacy classes of the 
maximal subgroups of G not containing M is a + b + c, where 
a is the sum, over all subgroups D of G/M minimal with respect 
to properly containing N/M, of the cardinalities of the sets Xn of 
all those homomorphisms of D into Out M/K whose restrictions 
to N/K are equal to the coupling xN afforded by the extension 
b is the cardinality of the set of the conjugacy classes in N/K of 
those maximal subgroups of N/K which neither avoid nor contain 
M/K; and 
c is the cardinality of the set of the conjugacy classes of those 
maximal subgroups of N/K which complement M/K and have the 
property that the homomorphisms of N/M into Aut M/K deter- 
mined by them are not restrictions of homomorphisms into 
Aut M/K from any subgroup of G/M properly containing N/M. 
Remark (added in proof). Alternatively, one might say that b is the 
number of conjugacy classes of those maximal subgroups in the nearly simple 
group N/Z which neither avoid nor contain the simple normal subgroup 
MZIZ: here Z is defined by ZfK = C,,,,,(M/K). Indeed, if LIZ is such a 
subgroup, then L/K is obviously maximal in L/K and can neither avoid nor 
contain M/K. Conversely, suppose L/K is such a subgroup in N/K: if we 
can show that L 3 Z it will be obvious that L/Z has the required proper- 
ties. Let L,,/K be the largest normal subgroup of N/K contained in L/K. As 
L,,IK cannot contain, it must avoid and hence centralize the minimal nor- 
mal subgroup M/K so LO < Z. If LO = Z, we are done. If not, then Z/L, 
and MLdL, form a disjoint pair of nontrivial normal subgroups in the 
group N/L,, with a corefree maximal subgroup L/L,, so L/L, must com- 
plement ML$L, on account of Lemma 5.1; but this is impossible since we 
have assumed that L/K n M/K > 1. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. It follows from (4.2) that a maximal subgroup 
of G not containing M is either high or full. Towards the converse, note 
first that if H is maximal among the high subgroups of G and H n M> 1, 
then (4.2) and (3.10) yield that H is maximal in G. Second, note that, by 
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(4.2) and (3.09), if F is maximal among the full subgroups of G, then 
F is maximal in G. Thus (3.01) and (3.03) justify the roles of b and a in 
(4.3). To complete the proof, it suffices to show that a complement H of A4 
in G is contained in some full proper subgroup F of G if and only if 
the homomorphism 1: N/M + Aut MfK defined by the complement 
(H n N)K/K of M/K in N/K is the restriction of a homomorphism 5: D + 
Aut M/K for some D with N/M < D < G/M. 
To see this, first suppose that H is contained in such an F. Set 
Z= [Hn NdFnK)](FnK), and observe that Z/(FnK) is then a com- 
plement of (FnM)/(FnK) in NAFn K)/(Fn K). In the context of the 
extension 
(F) 1 + M/K+ NdFn K)/(Fn K) -+ DF-+ 1 
discussed before, this gives rise to a homomorphism 5: DF+ Aut M/K. As 
we saw there, the natural isomorphism of (Fn N)/(Fn K) onto N/K is an 
equivalence from the restriction (to N/M) of (F) to the extension (N), so 
the restriction of [ to N/M is indeed R. In view of (3.03), the assumption 
F c G implies D, > N/M. 
For the converse, suppose 1 is the restriction of a [. Let o stand for the 
natural homomorphism of Aut M/K onto Out M/K. Since the restriction of 
05 is oy = xN, we have CD~E%~. By (3.03), there exists then a full proper 
subgroup F with xF = WC. Accordingly, in (F), (Fn M)/(Fn K) has a com- 
plement Z/(FnK) in NAFn K)/(Fn K) which affords [: retracing the 
steps above, we see that the restriction of c being 1 means precisely that 
(Zn N)K= (Hn N)K. Now apply (3.01) to F, FnM, Fn K, NJFn K), to 
conclude that FnM must have a complement H, in F such that 
[H, n /+J AFn K)](Fn K) = Z. This H, also complements M in G, and has 
the property that (HI n N)K = (Z n N)K = (H n N)K. Finally, apply (3.01) 
in the original setting: H, and H must be conjugate in G, so H must lie in 
some conjugate of F. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.3. 
Remark. It is straigtforward to see that the index (in G) of a full sub- 
group F whose conjugacy class corresponds to a coupling in XQ,,,, is 
I&f/K1 iG:Ni - IG:QI while the index of a high subgroup H is given by 
IM : (Hn M)KI tG’N1. 
5. COREPREE MAXIMAL SUBGROUPS 
In our search for an overview of the maximal subgroups of an arbitrary 
finite group G, we could have started on a different tack. Namely, suppose 
we know the maximal subgroups of all proper factor-groups of G; by the 
inclusion-exclusion principle, this accounts for all those maximal subgroups 
481/W/1-9 
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of G which contain at least one nontrivial normal subgroup of G. The 
problem is then to find the corefree maximal subgroups: those which con- 
tain no nontrivial normal subgroup of G. Towards the solution of this, one 
may exploit the following general facts which seem to be well known and 
whose proofs (from first principles and without any reference to the 
foregoing) are so straightforward that to spell them out would be an insult 
to the reader. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let M, and Mz be nontrivial normal subgroup.~ of a (not 
necessarily fmite) group G, and pi the natural homomorphism of G/M, onto 
G/M, M,. Suppose that M, n M, = 1. Then G has corefree maximal sub- 
groups if and only tf the following three conditions are satisfied 
(i) the h4i are nonabelia~; 
(ii) each nontriuial normal subgroup of GjMi &ontains M, M2/Mi; 
(iii) there exist isomorphisms y of G/M, onto G/M, such that 
P2Y =cL1. 
Moreover, if (i) and (ii) hold, the set of all corefree maximal subgroups of 
G is equivalent to the set of all these ~omor~hisms, in such a way that two 
subgroups are conjugate zf and only if the quotient of the corresponding 
isomorphisms is an inner automorphism induced by some element of 
M, MJM,. (Explicitly: a corefree maximal subgroup H of G must com- 
plement each M, in G, and so y(M, h) = M, h defines an isomorphism; let this 
y correspond to II.) 
In the program outlined in the Intr~uction, we do not need to apply 
Lemma 5.1 until the problem has been reduced to the following setting. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let G be a finite group in which at least one normal 
subgroup is nonabelian simple. If that is the only minimal normal subgroup, G 
is nearly simplex suppose this is not the case. 
Then G has no corefree maximal subgroups unless there are precisely two 
minimal normal subgroups, say M, and M2, and the factor groups G/M,, 
G/M2 are isomorphic nearly simple groups. In this exceptional case, the num- 
ber of corefree maximal subgroups in G is the number of isomorphisms y of 
G/M, onto G/M, such that uzy = ul. 
differently put: G has no eorefee maximal subgroups unless G is the sub- 
direct square of some nearly simple group R defined by the pullback diagram 
G-R 
I 1 
Q 
17: R/S 
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where S is the simple normal subgroup of R and w the natural 
homomorphism of R onto R/S; in this exceptional case, the number of con- 
jugacy classes of corefree maximal subgroups in G is the order of the cen- 
tralizer of RfS in Out S. (Yet another way to construct this exceptional G is 
as the semidirect product of S by R given by the composite of r t-t inn r and 
the restriction map Inn R + Aut S: then G appears as a subgroup of the 
holomorph of S.) 
This completes the program set down in the Introduction. 
6. POSTSCRIPT 
Any overview of the conjugacy classes of maximal subgroups in a group 
G may be thought of as a description of the primitive permutation 
representations of G: this is, of course, how our exposition is related to the 
O’Nan-Scott context. We quoted from [3], as (3.01) here, that if 
G, M, K, N satisfy (*) then the set .# of conjugacy classes of high sub- 
groups H of G is equivalent to the set of conjugacy classes of supplements 
L/K of M/K in N/K, the natural equivalence being induced by 
H t--+ (Hn N)K/K. We now recall (from the first paragraph of the proof of 
Theorem 4.2 in [3]) also the definition of the inverse of this map: G is 
embedded in the (unrest~&ted, ~~utational) wreath product of N/K by a 
certain (tr~sitive) permutation group; the wreath product of L/K by the 
same permutation group is viewed as a subgroup of IV, and its intersection 
with G is a high subgroup whose conjugacy class corresponds to that of 
L/K. In other words, the permutation representation of G on the set of 
cosets of a high subgroup H is the restriction to G of the permutation 
representation of the wreath product W on the set of cosets of the wreath 
product of (Hn N)K/K with the same permutation group used in forming 
W. Such permutation representations of wreath products have become 
known as “product actions”. 
Consider now the case of a group G with a nonsimple minimal normal 
subgroup M that is the direct product of finitely many nona~lian simple 
groups. Let K be the product of all but one of these simple direct factors of 
M, and N the normalizer of K in G: then G, M, N, K satisfy (*) and 
Theorem 4.3 applies. Using also (3.05), we highlight some of the con- 
clusions in terms of those primitive permutation representations of G 
whose kernels do not contain M. If N is not maximal in G, then each such 
representation is the restriction of a primitive product action of some 
wreath product W containing G [namely, W is either the wreath product 
of N/K by the permutation group induced by G on the set of cosets of iV, or 
the wreath product of Q/P by the permutation group induced by G on the 
set of cosets of (2 where Q is minimal among those subgroups of G which 
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properly contain N and P is the intersection of the conjugates of K in Q]. 
If N is maximal in G, there may also be such representations which are not 
restrictions of product actions of wreath products [namely, up to 
equivalence of permutation representations, precisely one for each 
homomorphism, if any, of G/M into Out M/K whose restriction to N/M 
agrees with the coupling defined by the extension (N) discussed in Sect. 31. 
The actual context of the O’Nan-Scott Theorem is that of permutation 
groups rather than of permutation representations of groups. To complete 
the translation, we should therefore say just how many of the maximal sub- 
groups counted in Theorem 4.3 are corefree: in other words, which of the 
primitive permutation representations are faithful. The first part of the 
answer is: they all are if every nontrivial normal subgroup of G contains M; 
since M is assumed nonabelian and minimal in G, this is equivalent to 
requiring that the centralizer @JM) of M in G be trivial. In the spirit of 
[3] we mention that one can recognize, purely in terms of the 
homomorphism a: A = N/K + B= G/M, whether this is the case: check 
whether the image under a, of the centralizer in A of the kernel of a, is 
corefree in B. [In particular, in (3.01) it can well happen that all high 
maximal subgroups H are corefree in G even if none of the corresponding 
maximal subgroups (Hn N)K/K of N/K are corefree in N/K.] The second 
part of the answer is that if a fails this test then @JM) > 1 and so 
Lemma 5.1 becomes applicable. Write S for the kernel M/K of a, and D for 
the intersection of the conjugates of a(C,(S)) in B. [The failure of the first 
test means precisely that D > 1.1 What Lemma 5.1 yields is that now G has 
no corefree maximal subgroups unless the following hold. The centralizer 
cB(D) is trivial; there is a subgroup E in D such that B, D, E, a(A) satisfy 
(*); and there is a homomorphism rr of A onto a(A)/E such that 
A --% a(A) 
II 
I I 
a(A)lE- 44)/D 
is a pullback where the unnamed maps are the natural homomorphisms of 
a(A) and of a(A)/E onto a(A)/D. Differently put: the exceptional cases are 
precisely those which can be built by starting with any B, D, E, C satisfying 
(*) and such that D/E is nonabelian simple, IB : Cl is finite, and cB(D) = 1 
(the latter being recognizable in terms of the homomorphism C/E -+ B/D 
alone); defining A and a with a(A)= C as constituents of the pullback 
above; and Iinally building the “induced extension” G, M, K, N defined by 
a: A + B as in Section 3 of [3]. In this exceptional case, the number of 
conjugacy classes of corefree maximal subgroups of G is the order of 
62 outD(B/D). The corefree maximal subgroups H now complement A4 in G, 
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so their conjugacy classes are among the c counted last in Theorem 4.3. 
One can also say, in terms of the corresponding maximal subgroups 
(H n N)K/K complementing M/K in N/K, just which maximal complement 
H is corefree in G. To do this satisfactorily, one observes first that the sub- 
group @,(M)K/K of A = N/K is the intersection of CA(S) with the com- 
plete inverse image of D under a, so this subgroup is recognizable in terms 
of a alone. A maximal subgroup H complementing M in G is corefree if 
and only if (Hn N)K/K does not contain @,(M)K/K. 
It remains to acknowledge some minor conflicts with the two printed 
versions of the O’Nan-Scott Teorem. From part (a) of the theorem on 
p. 328 of [6], the word “prime” should be omitted; and consequently we 
cannot see why, in case (e) of the Theorem of the next page, the parameter 
p should not need to range over composite numbers as well as primes.3 In 
part (ii)(a) of Theorem 4.1 of [2], “the socle” should be replaced by “a 
minimal normal subgroup”: I am indebted to Dr T. M. Gagen for directing 
my attention to this point. 
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